The Family That Works Together Modernizes Nostalgia

by cindi r . maciolek

I

f the smell of red velvet cake
evokes

memories

of

happy

times with family and friends ,

then come take a sniff of zing

(www.zingvodka .com),

the

latest

business venture from a prominent
las vegas family.
most of us know the maloofs
because of their casino presence or
as owners of the sacramento kings
basketball team . so, a move into
the premium distilled spirits market
may seem a bit off track . however ,
there’s much in their history that
aligns with their new venture,
zing spirits .
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Growing up, our family gravitated to the kitchen
where our mother loved to bake for us,” Adrienne
continued. “One of her specialties was red velvet cake.
I remember how the scent of her baking would fill
the entire house with such a sweet aroma. Over the
years, there were many special occasions, birthdays,
and other fun family moments where red velvet cake
was enjoyed by all of us. Even to this day, the family’s
request for red velvet cake still exists.

“The roots of the family were in the liquor
business for 77 years,” recalls Gavin Maloof.
“Our grandfather started it, then our father
and finally we kids all worked in the industry.
We got out of it a few years ago and we missed
it. It was the right thing to do, to sell it at the
time, but the greatest people in the world are
in the liquor business. We have the highest
respect for Larry Ruvo of Southern Wine and
Spirits, and we missed the action and brand
building and we wanted to get back into it.
This was the right avenue for us to do so.”
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“My whole family is very involved with
the development of ZING Vodka,” said
Adrienne Maloof. “Our family’s businesses
all strive to create memorable experiences
for the customers. In most cases, we make
decisions collectively and we all play
various roles based upon what is in the
best interest of the brand at that time. My
brothers and I were eager to work together
to launch a spirits brand and we are all
excited it has finally come to fruition.
“When you have a great product, a

great team, and everyone working together
collectively focused on doing what is in the
best interest of the brand, things can come
to fruition quickly and naturally,” Adrienne
continued. “I also think it helps that my
family has worked so closely for so many
years. This isn’t our first rodeo, and, as
the recent spirits market has become very
accepting of unique flavors and product
variations, being an innovative company,
the timing seemed right to become very
active again in the business.”
The Maloofs aren’t doing this alone. In
fact, another family – the Farbenblums – is
involved, with Michael Farbenblum as CEO.
“Timing was very important to the
success of this venture,” said Farbenblum.
“This has been a deeply collaborative
effort. There are five Maloofs, several
Farbenblum family members plus others
involved and somehow it all works out.
When a good idea emerges, consensus
forms quickly.”
The ZING Spirits brand has not only
a unique name, but a unique bottle and
flavors as well.
“The word ‘ZING’ to me represents
excitement, energy and something extra,”
said Adrienne. “We wanted a name that’s
consistent with these things. After we
all collaborated on selecting Red Velvet
as our premier flavor, we challenged
ourselves to design an innovative bottle
that would grab the attention of people
and stand out from the rest. It features
LED technology, making the bottle light
up with just one touch.
“Just like ZING, Vegas is vibrant and
exciting,” Adrienne continued. “The
bottle’s design and illumination emulate
the energy of Las Vegas nightlife. ZING
Vodka echoes excitement and opulence,
which is why people come to Las Vegas in
the first place.”
“I remember the first time I saw the
bottle,” said Gavin. “The LED light is the
coolest thing I’ve ever seen. We designed
this bottle to look similar to a perfume
bottle as a way to appeal to women. When
you look at it, it’s the most beautiful bottle
in the liquor business with the LED light,
and what’s inside is something you have to
try and you’ll just love.”
The initial product launch includes

a 4X distilled super premium vodka and
the much-anticipated Red Velvet specialty
flavor. With so many premium vodkas
entering the market recently, why ZING
and why now?
“Yes, there are a lot of premium vodkas
in the market and they’re largely consumed
in America,” said Farbenblum. “The
flavored market is growing at a greater rate
than other spirits. We decided to introduce
our venture with a very distinguishing
character. The Red Velvet flavor is unique.
It’s fantastic and people love it.”
“Why now? Good question,” Gavin
said. “We felt we could make a vodka
that was as good or better than anything
on the market. There was a niche for
flavored vodka that was the best. We’re
not reinventing the wheel. We just wanted
to create the finest flavored vodka ever
and make it affordable. Today it’s all about
value. People want affordable luxury. So,
priced at $24.99, we fit that niche.
“We’re launching this as an American

made vodka from an American family,”
Gavin continued. “We wanted to launch
in our home city, Las Vegas. The greatest
city in the world because there is such a
cross market of people. This business will
help Las Vegas and employ people. The
distillery is in Rochester, NY. All the top
restaurants and clubs want to stock it. It’s
all about the quality of the product because
that will make or break the business. Once
you taste ours, you want it.”
Las Vegan Kate Knapp concurs. "The
first time I tried ZING Vodka it was pretty
amazing. I’m a fan of flavored vodkas but I
usually need to drink them with a mixer.
ZING Red Velvet is best straight. I can’t
believe they mastered a flavor that smells
and tastes exactly like red velvet cake. I
love the bottle and enjoy having it at home
to entertain my friends when they come
over. I think it’s going to be a huge hit and
I’m excited they chose Las Vegas as the
first place to launch!"
“Red Velvet has broad appeal and a lot

of different demographics have embraced
it,” said Farbenblum. “It has a certain
smoothness and richness to it. In general,
females do most of the flavored vodka
drinking, so we expect that they’ll be
attracted to it. Ours has a great strength.
You don’t need to mix it with anything.
People are getting more creative with
flavors and are trying to be innovators
by creating new flavor profiles. We don’t
want to tread on territory that’s been
done. We want it to be a unique experience
for the consumer. And, by launching this
late in the year, we hope this will be a great
holiday party gift and drink.”
“We’ve experienced strong interest in
the brand from across a variety of ages,
genders and demographics,” said Adrienne.
“The Red Velvet flavor was particularly
well-embraced by fun-loving, aspirational
females. For them, the Red Velvet is chic
and daring, yet rich, smooth and luxurious.
“Growing up, our family gravitated
to the kitchen where our mother loved to
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bake for us,” Adrienne continued. “One
of her specialties was red velvet cake. I
remember how the scent of her baking
would fill the entire house with such a
sweet aroma. Over the years, there were
many special occasions, birthdays, and
other fun family moments where red velvet
cake was enjoyed by all of us. Even to this
day, the family’s request for red velvet cake
still exists.
“All of our flavors will have a nostalgic
aspect that will relate back to my mother’s
special recipes and our collective family
experiences. Therefore, our future flavors
will be inspired by this and I can assure
you they will be unique. We look forward
to start rolling out additional flavors
sometime next year.”
“Red Velvet is a very specialized
flavor,” added Gavin. “Long ago my dad
said someday you’ll make a liquor that
tastes just like your mother’s cake. When
people drink ZING Red Velvet, that’s the
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experience they get. We use the finest
ingredients and proprietary formula, all
top quality. When you open the bottle you
can smell the flavor.
“When we first started taste testing,
we thought our target market would be
female,” Gavin continued, “but everyone
loves it -- old, young, men, women. We’ve
been in the liquor business for a long time,
sold everything from Coors to Corona, and
never had one product that 100 percent of
the people love like this.”
During an episode of “The Real
Housewives of Beverly Hills,” Adrienne hosted
a party to introduce the brand to viewers.
“It was an amazing event that truly
showcased the power and dynamic of
the brand,” she said. “It was the best
party that I have ever been at and people
are still talking about it. Everything
was red velvet with the theme, ‘ZING
Vodka makes you come to life.’ To that
end, there were surprises around every

corner, like the human statues that came
to life before guests’ eyes. We also had a
beautiful ZING-branded interactive wall
made from thousands of red roses that
had human hands pop out of it and hand
guests shots of ZING Vodka, cake pops
and other Red Velvet desserts. There
was a huge 15-foot tall replica of a ZING
bottle that lit up as guests walked through
upon entering my house.”
As we head into the time of year when
the focus is on family and friends, perhaps
there’s a little ZING in your future.
“When you think of red velvet cake,
you think of romance,” Gavin said. “So,
men -- step out of the box a bit. Instead
of just buying her flowers and chocolates,
buy her ZING Red Velvet. She’ll
appreciate it and after a couple of drinks
she’ll appreciate you more!”
Adrienne added, “I have a feeling this year
a lot of people in Las Vegas will be replacing
their old eggnog with something new!” q

